the archaeology of athens
While Thomas Jefferson's mission to bring "liquid gold" to colonial America failed, 250 years later, American foodies are following his lead.

how olive oil became the lifeblood of greece and trickled into american culture
Eugene Ladopoulos is a one-time diplomat who traded in his business suit for a quieter life as an olive farmer. But his passion project is now touching countless lives in the American Midwest.

you think that beer guy is 'the most interesting man in the world'? time to meet eugene ladopoulos
A new book by Professor Jessica Paga examines how the story of the birth of democracy in Athens is expressed in the architecture of the period.

paga publishes book on the architecture of democracy
International students investigate the culture of ancient Greece while acquiring first-hand knowledge of some of Greece's most important archaeological monuments and sites, such as the Acropolis of

international students offered chance to discover history of ancient greece
The British Museum has been accused of a "gross distortion of the truth" after it said unauthorised 3D scans of the Elgin Marbles had breached its rules. A team from the Oxfordshire-based Institute of

british museum accused of 'gross distortion' by elgin marbles scanner
The new exhibition at Melbourne Museum will feature some of the finest exhibits from the National Archaeological Museum of Athens.

british museum refuses access to the athens acropolis parthenon marbles

Technology embedded in camera phones and iPads was used to create highly detailed 3D copies of the 2,500 year old sculptures

stealth 3d scans of elgin marbles could support the call for their return to greece


roman pottery in the archaeological record
Institute for Digital Archaeology says it intends to serve treasures but help resolve the longstanding row between Athens and London over patrimony of the Parthenon marbles.

british museum facing legal action over parthenon marbles 3d scan refusal

The Acropolis Museum is going on its summer schedule as of Friday (April 1), extending its opening hours into the evening and keeping its terrace

athens acropolis museum switches to summer schedule after april 1

Behold the Athenian birthplace of democracy and discover glorious Greece, onboard the brand new Resilient Lady. Delve into the many

virgin voyages greek islands discovery & luxury athens retreat
where modules shared with the Classics department sparked my interest in Aegean Prehistory and the archaeology of the wider Eastern Mediterranean. Following my BA, I was selected for the Knossos

hannah jingwen lee
An archaeological study of the floor under the an interdisciplinary team from the National Technical University of Athens. The current work is being conducted under the direction of the